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It is common today to find scholarly and scientific web resources on the Internet that need 
to be cited in your manuscript (e.g. World Health Organization reports, statistical reports 
from Statistics Norway etc.). 

How should web resources be cited in your manuscript and how should they be registered 
in EndNote?
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Web resources must usually be registered manually in EndNote. Choose "New reference" 
from the menu, and choose reference type "Web Page". Below you can find the data that 
should be included in EndNote to get a correct reference:

Author:
Include all author(s) if the web resource has clearly defined authors. Many web resources 
(e.g. WHO publications) do not have any author, but a publisher. For this kind of resources, 
it is possible to omit author information and include publisher information only (Example 
A on page one). It is possible, though, to include the publisher as author in the author 
field (Example B on page one). Some styles prefer this and some users find the resulting 
reference better looking with author information. Remember to include a comma after 
the author name if the author is not a person (e.g. World Health Organization,)

Year:
Include if available

Title:
Include the title. If you need to include additional information about the resource, you can 
add this after the title (e.g. report number etc.).

Publisher:
Include the publisher. You do not need a comma after institutional author names here.

Place Published:
Include if available. Only city should be added (for US cities you should add abbreviated 
state name like this: Atlanta, GA).

Access Date*:
The date and month you last checked the resource online. Use the same date format for 
all dates in your library (e.g. 03.02 or Mars 3rd., not both).

Access Year*:
The year you last checked the resource online.

Web adress (URL):
Copy the URL directly from the web browser. Use the URL directly to the resorurce (e.g. 
the pdf file) and not to the publisher's start page. Sometimes the URLs are long and ugly, 
but this can't be helped.

*Update 26.04.16: If you use the Vancouver style, a change have been made needing you 
to add information about when you last checked the resource online in the fields «Date 
Cited» and «Year Cited». The be sure, add this information both here and in «Access Date» 
og «Access Date».

The figure on the first page shows examples of how web resources will appear in the 
bibliography using the Vancouver style in EndNote.

Some EndNote styles have limited programming for web resources. Contact the library of 
you have questions about citing web resources or need help adjusting EndNote styles.
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